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The tumor suppressor p53 regulates cell cycle arrest and apo-
ptosis by transactivating several genes that are critical for these
processes. The transcriptional activity of p53 is often regulated
by post-translational modifications and its interactions with
various transcriptional coactivators. Here we report a physical
interaction between the N-terminal transactivation domain
(TAD) of p53 and the C-terminal DNA-binding domain of pos-
itive cofactor 4 (PC4CTD). Using NMR spectroscopy, we showed
that residues 35–57 (TAD2) interact with PC4. 15N,1H HSQC
and fluorescence competition experiments indicated that TAD
binds to the DNA-binding site of PC4. Hepta-phosphorylation
of the TAD peptide increased its binding affinity. Computer
modeling of the p53N-PC4 complex revealed several important
interactions that are reminiscent of those in the single-stranded
DNA-PC4 complex. The ubiquitous nature of the acidic trans-
activation domain of p53 in mediating interactions with several
transcription cofactors is also manifested as a DNAmimetic.

The tumor suppressor p53 regulates the expression of
numerous target genes involved in cell cycle arrest and DNA
repair through interaction with various proteins. Interaction of
p53 with cellular proteins is essential for its transcriptional
activity, stability, or specificity in DNA binding (1). p53 is com-
posed of four structural/functional domains as follows: an
N-terminal transactivation domain (TAD),3 a central DNA-
binding domain, a tetramerization domain, and a C-terminal
regulatory domain (CTD) (2). The p53 N-transactivation
domain contains two subdomains TAD1-(1–40) and TAD2-
(41–61). Many protein interactions are mediated with one or
both of the TAD domains. The interaction between the N-ter-
minal domain of MDM2 and TAD1 is very tight (3, 4). In con-
trast, the subdomains of p300 bind only weakly to the TAD1
region but with high affinity to a peptide containing the TAD1
and TAD2 region (4). Mutations in either TAD1 (L22Q/
W23S � QS1) or TAD2 (W53Q/F54S � QS2) reduce tran-

scriptional activation of p53, whereas the quadruple mutations
QS1/QS2 completely abolish transcription (5).
Apart from its interaction with the basal transcription

machinery, p53 interacts with other transcriptional cofactors
such as JMY, Zac1, CBP/p300, and HMGB-1 (6–10). Recently,
p53 was found also to interact with positive cofactor 4 (PC4),
and this interaction activates it for specific DNA binding,
enhancing its transcriptional activity (10, 11). Post-transla-
tional modifications of PC4 affect the DNA binding function of
p53. Acetylation of PC4 enhances p53 DNA binding, and phos-
phorylation of PC4 abolishes this activity (11).
PC4 was initially identified as a transcriptional coactivator that

mediates activator-dependent transcription of class II genes
through interactions with the basal transcription machinery (12).
It plays a vital role in several processes such as replication, tran-
scription, DNA repair, and cell growth (12, 13). PC4 is composed
of twodomainswithdistinct functional properties, theN-terminal
half of PC4-(1–60) and the DNA-binding C-terminal half of PC4
(PC4CTD-(61–126)). The human PC4CTD binds tightly to melted
double-stranded DNA and ssDNA (14). Besides binding to DNA,
PC4CTD is essential for interaction with several transcriptional
activationdomains, such asAP-2� andVP16 (15, 16).Thebinding
of the acidic domain of VP16 to PC4CTD has been investigated in
detail, and a structural model of the complex has been recently
proposed (16, 17).
The acidic domains of VP16 and p53 share some degree of

sequence similarity and are known to interact with common
partners such as TATA-binding protein, the CREB-binding
protein, the general transcription factor IIB (TFIIB), TATA-
binding protein-associated factor TAFII31, and the p62/Tfb1
(human and yeast) subunit of the general transcription factor
IIH (TFIIH) (18). Both VP16 and p53 acidic domains are intrin-
sically disordered under physiological conditions, but an �-he-
lix is induced upon binding to target proteins.
Here we showed that the acidic transactivation domain of

p53 interacts with the C-terminal domain of PC4 (PC4CTD).
Using a combination of biophysical techniques, we identified
the relevant binding sites in both p53 and PC4. To gain insight
into the molecular basis of p53-PC4 interaction, we have mod-
eled the p53TAD2-PC4CTD complex using a data-driven pro-
tein docking approach. Our model showed a good agreement
with the results from mutational analysis and revealed that the
p53 peptide acts as ssDNA mimic. We also discuss the general
role of acidic transactivation domains as ssDNA mimics.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Protein Expression and Purification—cDNA of PC4 full-
length and PC4CTD-(61–127) was cloned into a modified PET
24Avector encoding anN-terminalHis6 tag, lipoyl domain, and
a TeV cleavage site. Both PC4 and PC4CTD constructs were
overexpressed in Escherichia coli strain BL21 and purified by
Ni2�-affinity column followed by TeV cleavage. Subsequent
purification by SP-Sepharose and gel filtration on Superdex 75
yielded a purity of �99%. Full-length p53 and TAD-(1–93)
were expressed and purified as described (19).
NMR Experiments—TAD-(1–93) was previously assigned

(4). 15N,1H HSQC spectra of free or bound TAD and PC4CTD
were acquired on a Bruker (Karlsruhe DRX) 600-MHz spec-
trometer equipped with a triple-resonance single-axis gradient
probe, at 293K. Resonance assignments for PC4CTDwere taken
from the published data (20).
Fluorescence Anisotropy Experiments—TAD was labeled

with Alexa Fluor 546 at a cysteine introduced at position 91.
Fluorescence anisotropy titrations were carried out at 293 K as
described (21). The titration buffer was 20 mMHEPES, 150 mM

NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.2.
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry—ITC measurements were

performed as described (19). Injection steps were 10 �l (first
injection, 3 �l) with 250-s spacing. Data evaluation was done
using the MicroCal OriginTM program.

Peptide Synthesis and Purifi-
cation—Peptides were synthe-
sized and purified as described (4).
Phosphorylated serines were used
during synthesis. All peptides
were C-terminally labeled with
Lys-methoxycoumarin.
Modeling—Structures of two dis-

tinct fragments of the p53 N-trans-
activation domain, comprising resi-
dues 33–56 and residues 45–58,
have been solved in a complex with
replication protein A and Tfb1,
respectively (18, 22). In both com-
plexes, the bound p53 transactiva-
tion domain forms an amphipathic
�-helix. Residues 48–56 of both
p53TAD fragments have a virtually
identical conformation and super-
pose with a root mean square devi-
ation of 0.6 Å. This region exhibits
the most significant chemical shift
changes upon binding to PC4CTD
and therefore was used for model-
ing. Docking was performed using
the crystal structure of PC4CTD (23).
For less ambiguity, only one of the
DNA-binding interfaces of the
dimeric PC4CTD was used.
Initial docking, constrained by

surface complementarity and elec-
trostatics, was performed using
FTDOCK (24). Each possible com-

plex was scored by using the RPSCORE program and an empir-
ical pair potential matrix derived from nonhomologous inter-
faces observed in the Protein Data Bank. The high scoring
docking models were analyzed. For refined docking the HAD-
DOCK program was employed (25). The ambiguous interac-
tion restraints were chosen on the basis of chemical shift
perturbation for p53TAD. Residues that constitute the DNA-
binding site of PC4 were selected as restraints. These restraints
were used as input for the HADDOCK program. Default
parameters were used. 1000 independent rigid-bodyminimiza-
tions were performed leading to 1000 docked complexes. The
200 lowest intermolecular energy solutions were the subject of
rigid-body simulated annealing followed by semi-flexible sim-
ulated annealing. The obtained structures were further refined
in explicit solvent employing simulated annealing in Cartesian
space. The resulting 200 complexes were clustered and scored
according to their HADDOCK scores. The best scoring cluster
contained 25 structureswith a rootmean square deviation from
the lowest energy structure of 0.9 � 0.6 Å.

RESULTS

p53TAD2 Interacts with Positive Cofactor PC4—To deter-
mine the binding sites on the p53 transactivation domain, we
recorded 15N,1H HSQC spectra of p53TAD-(1–93) upon addi-
tion of PC4 (Fig. 1). Chemical shift changes were observed

FIGURE 1. Binding of TAD to PC4 analyzed by NMR spectroscopy. 15N,1H HSQC spectrum of TAD-(1–93) alone
(blue) and with the 15N,1H HSQC spectrum of TAD-PC4CTD complex superimposed (red). The complex consists of
15N-labeled TAD and unlabeled PC4CTD.
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mainly for residues 35–57 of the TAD2 domain. In particular,
residues 40–45 showed large chemical shift changes, whereas
resonances corresponding to residues 50–55 disappeared in
the complex. Similar chemical shift changes are observed when
p53TADbinds to the TAZ2 domain of p300, humanmitochon-
drial single-stranded DNA-binding protein, and replication
protein A, suggesting that these residues can mediate interac-
tions with different targets (4, 26, 27). A few residues (Leu-22
and Trp-23) in the TAD1 domain also showed large chemical
shift perturbations. To identify which region of PC4 interacts
with p53TAD, we recorded 15N,1HHSQC spectra of TADwith
full-length PC4 (PC4fl) and PC4 C-terminal domain (60–127
PC4CTD). The spectra of PC4fl-TAD and PC4CTD-TAD com-
plex overlapped very well indicating that the C-terminal
domain of PC4 interacts with p53TAD.
ITC experiments showed that full-length p53 binds PC4with

Kd � 6 �M (Fig. 2). Previous studies, using GST pulldown
assays, report that the DNA-binding and C-terminal domains
of p53 are involved in interaction with PC4CTD (10). ITC and
NMR experiments showed no specific interactions with these
domains.
Binding of p53TAD and ssDNA to PC4 Is Mutually Exclu-

sive—Having identified PC4CTD as the interacting domain, we
tested whether the p53TAD and DNA compete for a common
binding site on PC4. We recorded 15N,1H HSQC spectra of
PC4CTD in the presence and absence of ssDNA (Fig. 3A). Res-
onance assignments of the PC4CTD and PC4CTD-DNAcomplex
were reported previously (20), and most of the resonances in
our spectra could be assigned unambiguously with the excep-
tion of a few peaks. Gly-79 andAsn-105 had significant changes

in chemical shift upon ssDNA binding consistent with the pre-
vious observation. We also recorded 15N,1H HSQC spectra of
PC4CTD in the presence of TAD (Fig. 3B). Most of the reso-
nances that showed significant shifts in the PC4CTD-DNAcom-
plex were also shifted in the PC4CTD-p53N complex. Gly-79,
Asn-105, and Leu-106 showed significant changes in chemical
shifts. Resonances for Phe-64, Val-72, and Ser-73 could not be
assigned unambiguously in the free PC4CTD. Two of these res-
idues exhibited significant chemical shift change upon binding
to TAD andwere also perturbed in the PC4CTD-DNA complex.
These results indicate that TAD and ssDNA may share the
same binding interface on PC4CTD. To confirm this observa-
tion, we conducted competition anisotropy titration. The bind-
ing constant for PC4 to ssDNA was found to be 5 nM under
experimental conditions. ssDNA was titrated into the TAD-
PC4CTD complex, with p53N labeled with Alexa Fluor 546 at a
cysteine introduced at position 91. As the ssDNA binds
PC4CTD, labeled TAD is released into solution (Fig. 4). This
experiment clearly showed that ssDNA and TAD compete for
the same binding site on PC4CTD.
Phosphorylation of p53N Slightly Increased the Affinity for

PC4—Upon stress, p53 is phosphorylated at multiple sites, and
these phosphorylations are important for maintaining its cellu-
lar stability or for mediating interactions with other target pro-
teins. Mutations of the phosphorylation sites have deleterious
effects on the function of p53 (28). We recently showed that
hepta-phosphorylated TAD-(10–57) had enhanced affinity for
the CH3 domain of p300, while simultaneously decreasing
MDM2 binding (29). To test the effect of phosphorylation on
the binding of p53TAD to PC4, we analyzed the binding of
peptides singly phosphorylated at Ser-33, Thr-55, Ser-37, or
Ser-46. All the peptides had dissociation constants of 5.8–6.9
�M. We also synthesized a peptide comprising residues 10–57
phosphorylated at Ser-15, Thr-18, Ser-20, Ser-33, Ser-37, Ser-
46, and Thr-55. All these sites are phosphorylated in the active
form of p53. This hepta-phosphorylated peptide (hPp53N)
bound with a dissociation constant of 3 �M as compared with 8
�M for wild type (Fig. 5). This increase in affinity by about a
factor of 3 is probably because of the nonspecific electrostatic
interactions that are primarily dictated by the negative charges,
and hence an increase in the total net charge leads to tighter
binding. An aspartic acidmutant (hepta-mutant) of the peptide
was synthesized, and it had aKd of 5 �M, further supporting the
fact that these interactions are electrostatically driven.
Modeling the p53TAD-PC4CTD Complex—Because of exper-

imental limitations such as line broadening and disappearance
of peaks, we were unable to solve the solution structure of the
p53N-PC4 complex. Nevertheless, the chemical shift mapping
data were sufficient as constraints in molecular docking. NMR
titration experiments showed that the amide 1H and 15N shift
toward lower parts/million values, whereas positive resonance
shifts were observed for 13C� indicating formation of an�-helix
in otherwise intrinsically unstructured p53TAD2 (Fig. 6) (30).
Thus, p53TAD2 adopts mainly �-helical conformation when
bound to PC4CTD, which is in agreement with the observed
conformation of this region in complexwith replication protein
A (RPA) and Tfb1 (18, 22). The most significant chemical shift
perturbations upon p53TAD-PC4CTD complex formation

FIGURE 2. Typical ITC measurements showing the raw data (upper panels)
and the fit after integration (lower panels). PC4fl was titrated into the cell
containing 20 �M p53fl at 20 °C in a buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.2,
150 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol.
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FIGURE 3. Binding of PC4CTD to ssDNA and TAD analyzed by NMR spectroscopy. A, 15N,1H HSQC spectrum of PC4CTD alone (red) and with 15N,1H HSQC
spectrum of ssDNA-PC4CTD complex superimposed (blue). The complex consists of ssDNA and 15N-labeled PC4CTD. B, 15N,1H HSQC spectrum of PC4CTD alone
(red) with 15N,1H HSQC spectrum of TAD-PC4CTD complex superimposed (blue). The complex consists of unlabeled p53N and 15N-labeled PC4CTD.
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involved residues 48–56 of p53TAD2 indicating these residues
as key determinants for binding (Fig. 6). This region has iden-
tical conformations in both the p53TAD-RPA and the
p53TAD-Tfb1 complexes and therefore was used in our dock-
ing experiments. Two different docking approaches were
applied. Preliminary docking was performed using FTDOCK
without using constraints (24). Most of the high scoring com-
plexes contained the p53 peptide docked to the DNA-binding
site of PC4 suggesting that there is sufficient geometric and
electrostatic complementarity between them. A refined model
of the p53TAD-PC4 complex was obtained using the
HADDOCK program (25). Ambiguous interaction restraints
for the p53TAD were defined on the basis of the chemical shift

perturbations. In addition, the residues that constitute the
DNA-binding interface of PC4 were used as restraints. The
ensemble of the 25 energetically most favorable structures
yielded 0.9 � 0.6 Å root mean square deviation. The model of
the complex is shown in Fig. 7. The peptide is positioned along
the concave � surface of PC4. The electrostatic surface of the
PC4 DNA-binding site provides a suitable complementary
environment for the acidic amino acids of p53TAD.Asp-49 and
Glu-51 of p53may participate in a salt bridge with Arg-100 and
Lys-78, respectively. Lys-101 of PC4 interacts with the back-
bone carbonyl group of Glu-56. Residues Phe-54 and Ile-50 of
the TADmake hydrophobic contact with the highly conserved
Phe-77 of PC4. Phe-77 is involved in a stacking interaction with
ssDNA, and mutation of this residue abolishes the DNA bind-
ing (31). Notably, themode of interaction between the p53 pep-
tide and PC4 in the modeled complex is similar to the ssDNA
binding to PC4 (23). Phe-54 and Ile-50 are reminiscent of the
DNA bases, whereas the backbone and side-chain carbonyl
groups of p53TAD2 mimic the phosphate backbone of DNA
(Fig. 8). In addition, Trp-53 is located near Arg-86. In the PC4-
ssDNA complex, the latter binds simultaneously two water
molecules and thereby positions them for hydrogen bonddona-
tion to the ssDNA phosphate group. In our modeled complex,
this residue may form an essential cation-� interaction with
Trp-53. Cation-� interactions are frequently found in protein-
protein interfaces, and they contribute to the stability of the
complex as much as any conventional interaction such as salt
bridges or hydrogen bonds (32).
Mutational Studies Show That Hydrophobic and Negatively

Charged Residues Are Important for the Interaction—We tested
our docking model by examining the effect of mutations on the
binding. Based on the interactions observed in the modeled
p53-PC4 complex, we synthesized two mutant peptides I50A/
W53A/F54A p53N-(35–57) and D49K/E51K p53N-(35–57).
Both peptides showed very weak binding of 42 and 22 �M,
respectively. QS2 (W53Q/F54S) mutations have reduced tran-
scriptional activation of apoptosis and cell cycle arresting gene
(5). We tested the binding of QS2 mutant peptideW53Q/F54S
p53N-(10–57) to PC4 and found it had a 2-fold decrease in
affinity. In addition to the residues identified in the modeled
complex, several other hydrophobic and acidic residues had
some changes in chemical shift upon PC4 binding.
To investigate the role of these residues and their contribu-

tion to the binding, we made peptides bearing the following
mutations: L43A/L45A/I50A/W53A/F54A p53N-(35–57) and
D41K/D42K/D48K/D49K/E51K p53N-(35–57). Both of them
hadweak binding, with the latter showing no quantifiable bind-
ing. Table 1 lists the binding constants of the mutant peptides
tested for binding to PC4CTD. Although mutation of single
hydrophobic residues to alanine had aminor effect on the bind-
ing constant (KD 14–16 �M) (data not shown), there was a
larger change upon multiple mutations (KD 45 �M) indicating
the additive nature of hydrophobic residues in forming a stable
complex. p53TAD is intrinsically unstructured in its free state
(33), and hence mutations introduced had no effect on its sec-
ondary structure as evidenced by circular dichroism measure-
ments (data not shown).
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FIGURE 4. Fluorescence anisotropy competition assay. Unlabeled ssDNA
was titrated into a solution containing Alexa Fluor 546-labeled TAD and
PC4CTD.

FIGURE 5. Fluorescence binding isotherms. PC4CTD was titrated into wild-
type peptide, hepta-phosphorylated peptide, and with an aspartic acid
mutant peptide (residues 10 –57). All the peptides were C-terminally labeled
with Lys-methoxycoumarin. The experiments were carried out at 20 °C in 20
mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.2.
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FIGURE 6. Weighted average chemical shift changes of p53TAD-(1–93) and secondary 13C�chemical shift changes of p53TAD-(37–57). A, bars showing
weighted average chemical shift changes �� (N,HN)av, calculated from the chemical shifts of amide 1H and 15N between the free and bound states for p53TAD amide
resonances by binding to PC4CTD (1:0.4 molar ratio of labeled TAD and PC4CTD was used). Resonances that disappeared in the complex are shown as black bars and are
assigned an arbitrary value of 0.10 ppm. In a 1:0.6 (molar ratio) complex, we observed significant broadening and disappearance of many peaks due to exchange
between free and the complex p53TAD-PC4CTD. In a 1:1 complex, most of the residues that showed significant chemical shift changes have disappeared. B, 13C� shifts
calculated by subtracting standard random coil values from the experimental 13C� chemical shifts for free p53TAD-(1–93) and p53TAD-PC4CTD complex are shown in
gray and black bars, respectively (50). A positive �� value of 13C� for p53TAD-(47–55) is an indication of �-helical preference. Here 1:0.3 molar ratio of labeled p53TAD
and unlabeled PC4CTD was used. Disappearance of peaks was observed at higher molar ratios. Residues 36–57 are shown for clarity. Similar effects are reported in the
literature when KIX, a regulatory domain of p300, and human replication protein A (hRPA70) binds p53TAD (27, 51).
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We also investigated the role of residues Phe-77, Lys-78,
and Arg-86 of PC4 that are likely involved in interactions
with TAD. We constructed a quadruple mutant (F77A/
K78G/K80G/R86A), in which Phe-77 and Arg-86 were
replaced with Ala and Lys-78 and Lys-80 were mutated to
Gly. The fluorescence anisotropy experiments showed that
the quadruple mutant does not bind TAD. In addition, no
binding to ssDNA was observed, which is in agreement with

earlier work where F77A/K78G/
K80G mutations of PC4 abolished
DNA binding (31).

DISCUSSION

We investigated the interaction
between tumor suppressor p53 and
positive cofactor 4 and showed that
TAD2 of p53 mediates interaction
with the C-terminal DNA-binding
domain of PC4. We found that
binding of TAD2 and ssDNA to PC4
were mutually exclusive, suggesting
that p53 and ssDNA share a com-
mon binding site. Modeling of the
p53N-PC4 complex revealed a wide
range of stabilizing interactions
such as hydrophobic, cation-�, and
salt bridges. The binding of the p53
peptide to PC4 in the dockingmodel
revealed similarity to the ssDNA
binding to PC4.
Our docking model was vali-

dated with the experimental
results of mutational analysis.
Interestingly, the p53TAD2 binds
PC4 in a similar orientation as
VP16ad in the VP16-PC4 model
complex (Fig. 9A) (16). Sequence
alignment of the activation
domains of p53 and VP16 shows
considerable degree of similarity
(Fig. 9B). Residues of p53 that con-
tribute to the interaction with PC4
are nearly invariant in VP16 and
occupy similar spatial positions in
both p53/PC4 and VP16/PC4
models.
Functional Implications of the

p53-PC4 Interaction—Tumor sup-
pressor p53 regulates the transcrip-
tion of numerous response ele-
ments, which, in turn, modulates
the cell cycle or apoptotic path-
ways during genotoxic stress (1).
PC4 facilitates activator-dependent
transcription by RNA polymerase II
through mediating interactions
with the basal transcriptional
machinery (12). PC4 can stimulate

the sequence-specific DNA binding of p53 and the C-terminal
deletion mutant p53�30 (10). PC4 also stimulates the recruit-
ment of p53 and p53�30 to p53-response elements such as Bax
and p21 in vivo through its interaction with p53 and enhances
the apoptosis (11). Using GST pulldown experiments, Banerjee
et al. (10) showed that theC terminus of p53 interactswith PC4,
which does not clearly explain the observed in vivo results (in
the case of p53�30). But a false-positive rate of 61% and false-

FIGURE 7. Docking model of PC4-p53TAD2 complex. A, superimposition of the 25 lowest energy models
representing the docked complex of PC4CTD (black) and TAD2 peptide (green). B, surface and charge comple-
mentarity revealed by the model, PC4CTD shown on the surface and TAD peptide as sticks.

FIGURE 8. ssDNA and p53TAD2 peptide binding by RPA and PC4. A, structure of PC4 bound to ssDNA (23).
B, docking model of PC4-p53TAD2 complex. C, structure of RPA bound to ssDNA (52). D, structure of RPA bound
to p53TAD2 peptide (22).
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negative rate of 38% are reported for the GST pulldown
approach (34). On the other hand,NMR is the gold standard for
looking atweak and strong protein-protein interactions in solu-
tion at the atomic level (35, 36). However, the in vivo observa-
tions reported are reliable and are important and relevant for
our present findings. Hence, based on our results and the pub-
lished results of Banerjee et al. (10), we speculate a possible
mechanism in which PC4 can recruit p53 to the response ele-
ment site by interacting with its TAD. Once the site is reached,
PC4 releases p53TAD and binds to DNA. PC4 is a DNA-bend-
ing protein and as such it probably provides a bent DNA con-
formation of the p53 cognate site and thereby enhances the
ability of p53 to bind specifically to DNA. Under normal con-
ditions, p53 levels in the cell are low, but upon stress, the levels
of p53 rise, and cofactors like PC4, which are highly abundant,
may enhance the p53-induced transcription by facilitating the
transcriptional complex formation, and this would in turn lead

to the increased level of p53-responsive target elements. Alter-
natively, p53 can exert an antagonizing role in inhibiting
PC4-mediated repression. PC4 is shown to repress tran-
scription by binding to melted DNA, and this effect is allevi-
ated in the presence of TFIIH (31). Hence, the functional role
of PC4-p53 interactionmay be context-dependent and needs
further investigation.
General Role of Activation Domains in Target Binding—

Acidic activators have been proposed to interact with target
proteins through electrostatic interactions by their intrinsically
unstructured regions (37). Secondary structure formation upon
target binding is observed in these activation domains (38). The
isolated TAD is intrinsically disordered, a property that is com-
mon in many other activation domains (33). An �-helix is
induced in theTADuponbinding to various target proteins like
MDM2, TAZ2, RPA, and PC4 (22, 39). Similar secondary struc-
ture formation is observed in theVP16-bound complex (16, 40).
Initially, it was suggested that acidic domains mediate interac-
tions with the target proteins through ionic interactions (41).
However, further studies showed that hydrophobic amino acids
are critical for protein-protein interactions between activators
and general transcriptional machinery. Mutations of these res-
idues have a deleterious effect on transcriptional activation
(42–44). Based on these findings, a target-induced folding
model has been proposed, where the electrostatic interactions
determine the kinetic stability of the complex formation,
whereas the hydrophobic interactions establish the thermody-
namic binding affinity of the interaction (37, 38). Our muta-
tional analyses suggest that the p53TAD2-PC4 interaction is a

FIGURE 9. Superposition of the p53TAD2-PC4 and VP16-PC4 complexes. A, PC4CTD, p53TAD2, and VP16 are shown in black, magenta, and blue, respectively.
B, pairwise sequence alignment of p53TAD-(33–56) and VP16Ad/C-(465– 490).

TABLE 1
Dissociation constants obtained for the p53TAD peptides with
PC4CTD

Peptides Kd

�M

p53N-(10–57)-wild type 8.2 � 2
hp53N-(10–57)-heptaphosphorylated 3 � 1
hDp53N-(10–57)-aspartic acid mimic 5 � 1
P53N-(35–57)-wild type 12 � 2
Q52L p53N-(35–57) 16 � 1
D49K/E51K p53N-(35–57) 22 � 3
QS2 W53Q/F54S p53N-(35–57) 20 � 3
I50A/W53A/F54A p53N-(35–57) 42.5 � 2
L43A/L45A/I50A/W53A/F54A p53N-(35–57) 45 � 3
D41K/D42K/D48K/D49K/E51K p53N-(35–57) Not quantifiable
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composite of hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions. They
probably work synergistically in target protein recognition and
binding. The hydrophobic interactions may play an important
role in determining the stability of complex formation, whereas
electrostatic interactions facilitate the formation of complex.
Phosphorylation increases the net negative charge, which can
explain its positive effect on the p53/PC4 binding.
Biological Significance of DNA Mimicry of p53 Transactiva-

tion Domain—The molecular basis of protein mimics of DNA
has been extensively reviewed over the past years (45). The
effective DNA mimic usually represents a surface that is com-
plementary in shape and similar in chemical composition
(charge) to DNA. Although most of the cases described in the
literature concern protein mimics of double-stranded DNA,
only few examples of single-strandedDNAmimicry are known.
Among those is the crystal structure of the p53TAD-RPA com-
plex that provides direct evidence for ssDNA mimicry by the
p53 transactivation domain (22). Recently, we showed that
p53TAD interacts with mitochondrial ssDNA (mtSSB)-bind-
ing protein, and this interaction enhances the 3�–5�-exonucle-
ase activity of p53 and DNA repair in mitochondria during oxi-
dative stress. We also demonstrated that the p53TAD binds to
theDNAbinding surface ofmtSSB and perturbs the interaction
with ssDNA (26). In this study we showed that p53TAD binds
to PC4 and its binding site resides in the DNA-binding inter-
face. Taken together, the p53TAD competes with ssDNA for
binding to three structurally distinct DNA-binding domains
(PC4, mtSSB, and RPA). Although RPA and mtSSB share a
common OB fold, PC4CTD forms an intertwined dimer with a
globally different structure. The only common feature between
these protein domains is the DNA-binding interface, which in
all cases is a�-sheet with a characteristic curvature. Despite the
structural differences between these p53TAD interaction part-
ners, the p53 peptide binds to them in a very similar way. In
both p53TAD/RPA structure and our p53TAD/PC4 model,
p53TAD2 is positioned along the concave �-sheet interface
with the hydrophobic residues pointing toward the interface
and acidic residues to the surface (Fig. 7). Thus the shape and
charge of the binding interface rather than the fold of the target
protein determine the selective p53TAD2 binding. p53TAD2
could potentially interact with other structurally distinct DNA-
binding domains that share these features. DNAmimicry could
be a general functional feature of this region of p53.
p53 contains a DNA-binding domain that binds to double-

stranded DNA (46). Because the p53 DNA-binding interface is
very different from that of PC4, mtSSB, and RPA, we tested
whether p53TADbinds to this interface.Our experiments indi-
cated that the p53TADbindswith aweak affinity of�100�M to
the core domain (data not shown). Competition experiments
revealed that p53TAD did bind to the DNA-binding surface of
p53. But the interaction is completely electrostatic because at
higher ionic strengths no binding was observed.
The DNA mimicry role of p53TAD can play an important

role in the transcriptional machinery. PC4 was identified as a
DNA-binding protein that enhances the activator-dependent
transcription of class II genes in vitro by stimulating diverse
activators like VP16, thyroid hormone receptor, octamer tran-
scription factor 1, and BRCA-1 by facilitating assembly of the

preinitiation complex between the activators and the general
transcriptional machinery (12, 47–49). PC4may be involved in
the recruitment of active phosphorylated p53 to the basal tran-
scriptional machinery through its association with the transac-
tivation domain of p53. Apart from the regulation of basal tran-
scription function and DNA repair, other functional DNA
mimicry roles of p53TAD need to be investigated. Moreover,
many acidic activation domainsmay share similar tendencies in
modulating their functions at the cellular level through the
DNA mimicry role.
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